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We extend the notion of real-valued asymptotic martingales to the Banach 
lattice valued case. Unlike the other extensions, the notion of “orderamart” 
preserves the lattice property of real amarts. We show also, a Riesz decomposi- 
tion, a weak and strong convergence theorem, a probabilistic characterization of 
A-L spaces from which we can prove that a Banach lattice with the shur property 
and a quasi-interior point in the dual is an Z’(r). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be an order complete Riesz space. We say that a family (e,& in E 
decreases to zero (and we write e, 4 0) iff (e& is directed downward and 
inf, e, = 0. 
A net (x,J, in E is said to be O-convergent to x, if there exists es 4 0 such that: 
1 X, - x 1 < es when OL > Z’(p) which is equivalent to: sup= 1 X, 1 exists and 
lim sup 3c, = lim inf x, = x. 
A net (x& in E is called O-Cauchy, if there exists es J 0 such that: 1 x, - x, I < 
es for all OL, y > P@). It is known that a net (x& is O-convergent if and only if it 
is 0-Cauchy. 
We recall that a Banach lattice E has an order continuous 7u1Tm iff each order 
convergent filter is norm convergent. A well-known characterization of weak 
sequential complete Banach lattices is that every norm-bounded increasing 
sequence is norm convergent [IO]. 
Let (Q, 9, P) be a probability space and (9$ an increasing sequence of 
a-algebras contained in F. We suppose that F is generated by UneN Sm. The 
collection of bounded stopping times is denoted by T. We denote by &JS, E) 
the space of E-valued countably additive measures of bounded variation and by 
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A$(.%, E) the space of E-valued signed measures, that is those which are the 
difference of two positive measures. The following proposition was proved 
implicitly in [8] and we only give a sketch of the proof. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. For a Banach lattice E, the followingproperties are equivalent: 
(1) E is weakly sequentially complete. 
(2) ~,F> E) C A,(F, E). 
Sketch of proof. (1) => (2). Th e condition on the space, guarantees the 
existence of p+(A) = supBE p(A n B) f or all A E 9. II+ is a countably additive 
measure since II p+(A)11 < II p Ij (A), where II p 11 is the variation of p. 
(2) * (1) The measure /x (0, 9, P) + c, , where (Sz, 9, P) is a Lebesgue 
probability space, defined for all A E 9 by: p(A) = (JA sin(nt) dt& is of 
bounded variation but its positive part is not in c,; hence c,, does not embed in 
the space. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. If E has the Radon-Nikodym property and TV is the indejnite 
integral of a Bochner integrable random variable X: Q --+ E, then pLf is given by 
Xf. It follows that for every A E 9. 
X dP. 
BCA 
Proof. Obviously, we have for every A E 9, 0 < p+(A) < JA X+ dP. Let 
Y be the Radon-Nikodym derivative of p +. We have 0 < Y < X+. In the 
same way we get 2 such that 0 < 2 < X- and since X+ - X- = Y - 2, 
we have finally X+ = Y and Z = X-. 
H. Heinich pointed out to us that the result is still true in spaces with an order 
continuous norm. 
2. ORDERAMARTS, RIESZ DECOMPOSITION, AND LATTICE PROPERTIES 
Consider a sequence (X,,), of E-valued random variables adapted to (F&: 
i.e., X,: IR --+ E is Sn-strongly measurable for all n E N. 
int~~~~~~ t&l net(8 yy)* 
is said to be an orderamart if each X,, is Bochner 
(I oeT is O-convergent in E. 
(b) (XJ, is said to be an order potential if the net <J / 2, &,eT is O-conver- 
gent to zero. 
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This notion was studied in [8], where orderamarts are defined in terms of 
measures and in terms of random variables valued in some “special” topological 
vector spaces. In this paper, we are concerned in the Banach lattice case. 
An immediate adaptation to the lattice case of some known lemmas in the 
real- and the vector-valued cases gives: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (X,), be an E-valued orderamart, then the net (JA XO)OET 
O-converges to a limit p(A) for each A E UnPN S,, and the convergence is un;form, 
that is: There exists e, 4 0 szrch that: u E T and u > N(a) * SUP~~F~ 1 sA X, - 
~(4 < ea . 
It is the lattice version of [4, Lemma (211 and the proof can be adapted since 
0-Cauchy sequences are O-convergent. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let (X,,), be an E-valued orderamart, then there exists e, j 0 
szzh that: J [ X, - Efl~[X,]( < e, ;fu >, T >, P(a). 
Proof. It can be adapted from [l, proof of Lemma (2.1)] as follows: 
Since (X,), is an orderamart, there exists e, 4 0 such that: 
Let u > 7 > P(a). For any A E F7 , define the following stopping time: 
p=7 on A 
=U on AC. 
Thus JA (X, - ES$XO]) = JA X, - sA X, = J X,, - S X, . Since p 3 P(m): 
J’A X, - E-[&I < oL e if (J > T > P(a) and supAEp-, JA X, - ES~[X,,] < e, if 
0 > 7 > P(a). Hence J [Xv,-- E”r[X,J]+ < e, if u > 7 > P(a). The same holds 
for J [X, - E9~[X0]]- and finally we get J 1 X, - ES~[X,][ ,( e, if u > 7 3 P(a). 
Now we can establish a Riesz decomposition for orderamarts. 
THEOREM 2.1. If E has the Radon-Nikodym property then each orderamart 
(X,), such that lin, inf JII X, 11 < 00 can be written uniquely as Y, + 2, , where 
(Y,,), is a martingale and (Z,,), is an order potential. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, for every A E 9$, (m fixed integer), JA X, O-converges, 
hence norm converges. p&A) = 0-lim JA X,, is a countably additive measure on 
9,. By [7, Lemma 11. Variation pm < lim inf J (( X, [( < co. Let Y,,, = 
[dp,J[d(P I Pm)] and Z,,, = X,,, - Y,,, . (Y,), is a martingale. To prove that 
(Z,), is an order potential, we apply Lemma 2.1 to get 
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where u E T and u > N(a). It follows that 
s Z,- < e, if cr > N(or) hence s Z,+ O-converges to zero. 
The same holds for J’Z,,- and the theorem follows. The uniqueness of the 
decomposition is obvious. 
Denote by A,” the set of E-valued orderamarts (X,), such that 
and A,’ those such that sup,,* s 1 X, 1 exists. 
COROLLARY 2.1. If E has the Radon-Nikodym property then the following 
hold: 
(1) 43 O is a Riesz space; 
(2) Ago C A,“. 
Proof. If (X,,), is an element of A BO. Set X,, = Y, + 2, its Riesz decomposi- 
tion. We have variation pn = J 11 Y, I] d lim, inf JII X, I]. Thus, (Y,), is an 
G-bounded martingale, so (~YU+)o,, is a directed upward net, norm bounded, 
hence it converges to SUP,,~~ s Y,+. The fact that (Xn+)* is an orderamart follows 
from the inequalities 
We deduce that (I X, I)% is an orderamart and supoeT J 1 X0 1 exists, hence 
ABo C A,‘. 
3. WEAK CONVERGENCE OF ORDERAMARTS 
An orthogonal set S of nonzero positive elements in a Banach lattice E is 
called a topological orthogonal system (t.o.s.) of E if the ideal generated by S is 
dense in E. Let S = (u.; 01 E A}. For each n E N, each finite set HE P(A), and 
~~4s we define x,,~ = Core&x A nu,J. The family (xn,H)~N.HEP~~ is directed 
upward with respect to the natural directions of N and P(A), and majorized by 
x; morever, x = SU~,,~ x,,H . It is known [IO] that S is a t.o.s. of E if and only 
if x = liq,H x,,~ for each x E E+ . 
We say that an orderamart (X,), is of Class (B) if s~p,~r s 11 X0 I] < 00. 
LEMMA 3.1. If E has an order continuous norm and E’ has a countable t.o.s. 
then: Every E-valued order potential of Class (B) converges weakly a.e. 
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Proof. Let (Z,), be a positive order potential of Class (B). Using the maximal 
inequality of [4], we get that sup- 11 Z,,(w)l/ < co outside a set 8’ with P(Q) = 0. 
Let (u&~ be a countable t.o.s. in E’. For every i E N, u,(Z,J, is an&bounded 
real potential which converges to zero outside Q with P(Q) = 0. For every 
f E E; , m E N, ad H E P(N), 0 bfm.&,J = CieHf * m~d&J G LH mW2. 
When n -+ co fnr,&&) converges to zero outside Q” = UisN Qn, . Thus, for 
every w 4 Qf u p, f(-G(wu)) = (f - fm,d-G(4) + fm.~K&4 converges 
to zero, since l&&f - fm,a)(Zn(w)) = 0 uniformly in tt. 
If (Z,), is an order potential, 12, Jn converges weakly to 0 a.e., hence (Z,), 
converges weakly to 0 as well. 
THEOREM 3.1. If E has the Radon-Nihodym property and E’ has a countable 
t.o.s., then each E-valued orderamart of Class (B) converges weakly a.e. 
Proof. If (X,), is an orderamart of Class (B), we write its Riesz decomposition 
X, = Y, + 2, . Since (Y,J, is anL’-bounded martingale, it converges strongly 
a.e. But (11 Y,, II), is a real submartingale, hence sup,,= j/l Y, )I < co. It follows 
that (Z,), is of Class (B) and the preceding lemma applies. 
COROLLARY 3.1. If E has the R.N.P. and E’ is separable (E is refixive) then, 
each E-valued orderamart of Class (B) converges weakly a.e. 
Proof. LetF C E be a separable closed sublattice of E such that P[X,, EF] = 1 
for all n. If E is reflexive, F is reflexive and has a quasi-interior point, since it is 
separable. HenceJ” has a quasi-interior point by [IO, (6.611. 
Problem (1). Is the existence of a countable t.o.s. in the dual necessary? 
Now, we prove that we cannot weaken the (B) condition in order to still get the 
weak convergence of an orderamart. In fact, we showed in [3] that E is an B(r) 
if and only if every Ll-bounded positive supermartingale converges weakly 
a.e. The same proof gives the following: 
THEOREM 3.2. If E is a Banach lattice, the following properties are equivalent: 
(1) E is isomorphic (us a Bunach lattice) to an Z’(r). 
(2) Each E- vu ue 1 d d OY eramart with supn s ] X,, 1 exists is weakly convergent 
a.e. 
(3) Each E-valued, Ll-bounded orderamart is weakly convergesit a.e. 
COROLLARY 3.2. The following are equivalent: 
(1) E is an P(r) for some I’. 
(2) Each E-valued positive supermartingale converges weakly a.e. 
(3) Each E-valued submartingale (X,,), such that sup,, s X,+ exists converges 
weakly a.e. 
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This corollary shows that if E is infinite dimensional, then the real-valued 
submartingales and supermartingales convergence theorems hold if and only if E 
is Ii. 
4. STRONG CONVERGENCE OF ORDERAMARTS 
Let F be another Banach space, Z’(E, F) the space of continuous linear 
operators from E into F. We say that T E S’(E, F) is cone absolutely summing 
if T maps positive summable sequences in E into absolutely summable sequences 
in F. It is known [6], that if T E 9(E, F), then T “lifts” to an operator 
FE .?Z(Ll(E), Ll(F)) via 
mxw> = wv)) for w E 52 and XEU(E). 
For the notion of uniform amarts, we refer to 123. 
THEOREM 4.1. For an operator T E .Z(E, F), the following properties are 
equivalent :
(1) T is cone absolutely summing. 
(2) T maps E-valued orderamarts into F-valued uniform amarts. 
Proof. (1) * (2). If T is a cone absolutely summing operator, then by [lo, 
p. 2441, there exists f E E; such that 11 TX lIF < f (I x I) for all x E E. Now, if 
(X,), is an orderamart, we can use Lemma 2.2 to write 
Since E has an order continuous norm, it follows that: (VE > 0)(3N) such that 
which is another characterization of uniform amarts proved recently by A. Bellow. 
(2) 3 (1). If there exists a positive summable sequence (x,Jn in E such that 
Cn I] TX, ]I = co, then we can find an increasing sequence of integers (m& 
such that: CrL& 1) TX, \j > 1. Without loss of generality, and by multiplying 
some x,‘s by coefficients smaller than 1, we can assume zT2+,‘,+1 (1 TX,, 11 = 1. 
For every K EN, we can divide the interval [0, 11, into (mK+r - mk) sub- 
intervals A,,, such that the length of each A,,, is (/ TX, (I. Let Si = [O, 11, Ai 
the Lebesgue measure, 2Yi the Bore1 sets, Q = nioN Q, P = nieN ,&, and 
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p = II&N 4 - wuK denotes the kth coordinate of w E Q. We define the sequence 
of E-valued random variables X,: B + E 
(X,), is an orderamart: In fact we prove that it is a positive supermartingale. 
Since the Xis are independant, it is enough to show that E[X,l ,< X,-, . 
mk+l 
=,E,xj+ c xj = c xj < X&,(W). 
K j>%+, j>nak-kl 
JXk = &vn,+r I x- converges to zero since (x,Jn is summable. But the net 
<s XJoaT is directed downward and norm convergent to zero, hence it is 
O-convergent. 
(TX,), is not a uniform amart, since if it was, ([I TX, /j)k must converge to 
zero, which, obviously, is not the case. 
COROLLARY 4.1. For a Banach lattice E, thefollowingproperties are equivakmt: 
(1) E is isomorphic (as a Banach lattice) to an A - L space. 
(2) Every E-valued orderamart is a uniform amart. 
Proof. It follows immediately from Theorem 4.1 applied to the identity 
operator and the theorem of Schlotterbeck [lo, p. 2421. 
COROLLARY 4.2. For a Banuch lattice E, the following properties are equivalent: 
(1) E is isomorphic (as a Banuch lattice) to an A-L space. 
(2) Every E-valued orderpotential converges strong& a.e. to zero. 
(3) Every E-valued orderpotential of Class (B) converges strongly to zero a.e. 
Proof. (1) 3 (2). If J 1 X0 1 O- converges to zero and E is an A-L space there 
existsfE E: such that s I/ X, I/ < f(f j X0 ] and (2) follows from the real-valued 
amarts convergence theorem. 
(3) 3 (1). This follows from the preceding corollary and the convergence 
property of uniform potentials [2]. 
COROLLARY 4.3. The following properties are equivalent: 
(1) E is isomorphic (as a Banuch lattice) to P(r) for some set l7 
(2) Each E-valued orderamart of Class (B) converges trongb a.e. 
683/9/1-n 
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Proof. An A-L space with the R.N.P. is an Zl(r). 
COROLLARY 4.4. The following properties are equivalent: 
(1) E is isomorphic to an Z’(r). 
(2) E has the shur property and a quasi-interior point in the dual. 
Proof. (2) * (1). S ince E has the shur property, c,, does not embed in E, 
hence by [lo, 2.5.151, E has an order continuous norm. By Lemma 3.1, each 
E-valued orderpotential of Class (B) converges weakly a.e. thus strongly. By 
Corollary 4.2, E is an A-L space. Kakutani’s representation theorem gives that E 
is an J??(P) for some measure p. If p is not purely atomic, L1(p) will contain a 
sublattice isomorphic to L’[O, l] which contradicts again the shur property. 
Hence E is an P(F). 
Remark. The preceding results give a partial answer to problem (1). Namely, 
that the R.N.P. is not enough for the weak convergence of orderamarts of Class 
(B), as in the case of martingales and uniform amarts. To see that, it is enough 
to notice that the Banach lattice (En @ E&I where E, = 1,” has the R.N.P., 
the shur property, but is not isomorphic to 11. 
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